
Minutes of the Forum meeting held on 12th January 2017, 8.50am until 10.05am. 

 

In attendance: Mrs G. Ward, Chair of Governors, Mrs R. Moulton, Vice Chair, Mrs V. Farby, Head, 

Mrs R. Mackay, Assistant Head, seven parents and one grandparent.  Parents represented most 

classes across EYFS, KS1 and KS2. 

Mrs Farby began with communication from two parents who could not attend.  Their main points 

were: 

 Positive improvements had been seen in communication recently, 

 The newsletters are useful, 

 Concerns are listened to by school, 

 The website is useful, but pictures are sometimes too small, 

 Parentmail works well on the whole, 

 Curriculum letters are useful, 

 Policies and procedures are useful but a parent asked if there was a reason for the times 

when they are issued, 

 A parent said it would be helpful to have child-specific targets to take home. 

It was discussed that Parentmail is sometimes complicated and frustrating for some and that it is 

very time consuming for office staff when their time could be put to more beneficial use.  The switch 

to Parentpay in the near future was explained.  Special thanks were expressed for Mrs Williamson’s 

time as she gives more than her working hours to deal with Parentmail issues. 

The parents attending the meeting really liked the idea of sharing targets with parents.  Mrs Farby 

and Mrs Mackay will discuss this with staff and come up with a way of doing so. 

A parent asked about homework and some said they liked the communication last week from one 

teacher, explaining briefly what homework the children would be bringing home.  It was suggested 

that the children could be encouraged by their teachers to stick their homework in their books  or 

that an email could be sent home each week to say what the homework is, then parents know to 

look for it.  Sometimes children’s drawings or writing on scrap paper can be mistaken for homework 

if a worksheet is on the opposite side. 

The competition being created by children counting the words they have read (using a website to do 

so) is helping to encourage children to read at home in KS2.  

Parents felt that school staff are approachable and that if there is an issue, they can come in to 

discuss it.  Some individual concerns were shared about their own children and on the whole, these 

had been resolved.  Mrs Farby explained that the class teacher is always the first point of contact but 

if meeting with her does not improve the situation, parents are welcome to contact Mrs Farby. 

 

 



Parents really appreciated the meeting being held today and were thanked for attending.  One 

parent said it was fantastic to hear what other parents say about school and Mrs Farby said that it is 

good for school to hear their comments and find a balance. 

Mrs Farby explained that policies and procedures form part of a four year review cycle but that some 

are reviewed annually or even more frequently, as and when a need arises.  Some local and national 

initiatives mean policies need to be adapted sooner too.  It was explained that governors approve 

the policies and that they have training to enable them to do so for policies such as safeguarding and 

safer recruitment. 

A parent asked if parents on a trip need to have a DBS check and it was explained that this would be 

checked.  We can now confirm that DBS checks should be held by all volunteers in school and that 

we will endeavour to ensure helpers on trips hold a current check. 

It was mentioned that he website was useful but that holiday dates are hard to find.  This will be 

passed on to the website manager. 

Parents asked about the timing of the meetings and an evening meeting will be considered in future.  

If parents cannot attend a meeting and would like to write to school beforehand, they are very 

welcome to, as two did this time. 

It was mentioned that communication was better at Christmas this year as information about events 

seemed to be available sooner than in previous years.  A parent asked if information could be 

collated, e.g. for Christmas parties, and go out in one letter at the end of November, rather than 

separate arrangements per class.  Parents were unsure which house team their children were in and 

Mrs Mackay suggested that the team and colour could be written in reading records. 

Though the emails have mostly been appreciated recently, staff will  consider condensing some into 

one email at the start or end of the week.  There needs to be a balance between too much 

information being in one letter or email and too many short emails. 

Curriculum letters have been very useful and parents have used these to go over certain aspects 

with their children, e.g. telling the time.  Parents welcomed the opportunity to make an 

appointment with the teacher at any time and it was explained that they can do this in any class 

across the school, should they wish to. 

The Cornerstones Curriculum received praise from parents who said that children loved it and had 

enjoyed choosing tasks to do at home.  Parents like to see how learning is brought together in the 

topic and enjoy sharing work at the end of each half term.  Mrs Moulton explained the trustees and 

how they fund things in school, such as Cornerstones, the altar table, visits, equipment, and the 

conservatory.  PFI limitations were discussed in terms of the building, life cycle costs and restrictions 

in the number of meetings held after 6pm.  Groups like Guides have to hire the school and school 

would have to do so if they exceeded the number of meetings included in the contract.  The Guide 

Leader, who hires the school, had commented recently on how nice the entrance looked. 

Parents felt that sports day last year was very good but that some children had preferred the 

carousel of activities from the year before.  It was suggested that a loud speaker was used for 

announcing the races and that the nursery race was held earlier in the afternoon. 



High school transition arrangements were discussed and Mrs Farby explained that sometimes we 

receive information after parents have.  It was suggested that parents contact their choice of school 

to make direct arrangements with them. 

A parent asked if school could invite a private tutor in to explain their services to parents but it was 

agreed that school could not endorse a particular individual or company and that this would be 

down to parental choice, should this be something they might want to do. 

Parents felt that they don’t always know who different staff are and staff will be asked to ensure 

they wear their name badges.  Badges for governors will be considered too.  When supply staff are 

new to the school, they could be asked to wear a name badge or to introduce themselves when they 

greet the class outside in the morning.  Parents would like, where possible, to be informed of the 

name of the supply teacher when cover is arranged in advance, or to receive a quick email on the 

day if a member of staff has cover at short notice.  Mrs Verity is our most regular supply teacher and 

the parents feel they know her well. 

The theme for the next meeting was agreed as assessment, considering end of Key Stage assessment 

for years two and six, ongoing Read Write Inc assessment, how children are tracked in all years and 

links to targets. 

 

  

 

 

 


